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ACCOUNT FORM in brief
The “MODULO ASSEGNAZIONE ACCOUNT PERSONALI” form is used to assign one or more personal
accounts to a given user, and to communicate the specific useful information regarding those accounts
therewith. He/She can be provided with three different kinds of account: a domain account, a Wi-Fi
guest account and an e-mail account. The domain account has two different parts, namely the domain
name and the login name. The authentication method used is described by the standard IEEE 802.1X
with a PEAP outer authentication and a MS-CHAPv2 inner TLS-tunnel authentication. The user is
encouraged to change the password both when the password expires (every 6 months) and after first
network access, using the tool provided at http://tools.imtlucca.it.
The Wi-Fi guest account is used to authenticate with the internal captive-portal that can be activated by
using a browser. Note that the password cannot be changed.
The email account, on the other hand, is used to send/receive email messages. The list of Google
compatible clients can be found at
https://support.google.com/mail/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=75726.
The webmail available from http://webmail.imtlucca.it is an alternative and should be used to change
the password associated with the account, both after the first access and all subsequent accesses.
The user should note that IMT Network administration is managed by the internal IT and support staff.
The people in charge can be found from the IMT Lucca website.
Each user is required to sign the form twice. By signing at the bottom of the form on first page, the user
agrees with the aforementioned instructions and information. By signing at the bottom of the second
page, the user declares to respect the relevant Italian laws.
The user is responsible for each action undertaken through accounts until the accounts have formally
expired. IMT can disclose accounts associated with particular law-offensive actions whenever required
by authorities. In this respect the user should pay attention to not reveal sensitive information
associated with the account. The list of laws related to personal Information, copyright infringement and
computer crimes can be found on the second page of the form . Our internet provider (GARR) has its
own Acceptable User Policies, which must be acknowledged and accepted by each user. The official
English version of the GARR Acceptable User Policies can be found at http://www.garr.it/a/eng/garren/aup-eng-home.
The user should note that IMT is not responsible for damages derived from the utilization of any
network services.

